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Abstract
People are exposed to exemplary peer performances often (and sometimes by design in interventions). In two studies, we showed that exposure to exemplary peer performances can undermine motivation and success by causing people to perceive that they cannot attain their peers’ high levels of performance. It also causes de-identification with the relevant domain. We examined such discouragement by peer excellence by exploiting the incidental exposure to peers’ abilities that occurs when students are asked to assess each other’s work. Study 1 was a natural experiment in a massive open online course that employed peer assessment (N = 5,740). Exposure to exemplary peer performances caused a large proportion of students to quit the course. Study 2 explored underlying psychological mechanisms in an online replication (N = 361). Discouragement by peer excellence has theoretical implications for work on social judgment, social comparison, and reference bias and has practical implications for interventions that induce social comparisons.
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Leaders and organizations often expose people to selective information about their peers as a motivational tool (e.g., photos on lobby walls of exemplary employees’ smiling faces, graphs showing customers that they are less energy efficient than their neighbors). In this article, we show that such practices can backfire when they lead people to perceive that the level of performance of their exemplary peers is out of reach. Such discouragement, which we refer to as discouragement by peer excellence, undermines motivation and success and causes de-identification with the relevant domain. In two studies, we examined this discouragement by exploiting the incidental exposure to information about peers’ abilities that occurs when students assess each other’s work (Topping, 1998). Study 1 was a natural experiment in a massive open online course (MOOC) that employs peer assessment (N = 5,740). Study 2 was an online replication exploring the underlying psychological mechanisms (N = 361).

People frequently conform to what they perceive to be the typical behaviors of other people (see Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). For example, when people perceive that they use more energy than their neighbors, they tend to reduce their energy use (Allcott & Rogers, 2014; Schultz, Nolan, Cialdini, Goldstein, & Griskevicius, 2007); when people hear that most people vote, they become more motivated to vote (Gerber & Rogers, 2009); when people learn that people similar to themselves reuse resources, they tend to reuse resources (Goldstein, Cialdini, & Griskevicius, 2008); and when students see reductions in school harassment, they become less likely to engage in harassment (Paluck & Shepherd, 2012). Nearly all of the research on people’s perceptions of these norms, though, has drawn people’s attention to attainable social comparisons—that is, standards of performance that people believe they can achieve.

In the current research, we explored the impact of drawing attention to seemingly unattainable social comparisons. Some past research has shown that comparing oneself to “superstars” can enhance self-views when people perceive that they could attain comparable success. However, if such success seems unattainable, such social comparisons can undermine how positively people feel about themselves (Z. Lockwood & Kunda, 1997). The behavior outcomes we used in the current research differ from the subjective, self-focused measures used in most research of this kind (P. Lockwood, 2006; P. Lockwood, Jordan, & Kunda, 2002; Morse & Gergen, 1970).

One might imagine that people would recognize that excellent performances are outliers in a distribution of all performances. But research on reference bias suggests that people tend to adopt the most salient comparators as their reference groups (Duckworth & Yeager, 2015; Heine, Lehman, Peng, & Greenholtz, 2002). We argue that this shifting of reference group explains why, in our studies, students who assessed peers’ excellent essays were more likely to quit than those who assessed peers’ lower quality essays. The excellent essays, we suggest, shifted students’ beliefs about their peers’ abilities, and therefore how their own abilities compared with their peers’.

The self-evaluation model, which reflects many insights from social-comparison research (Festinger, Riecken, & Schachter, 1956; Garcia, Tor, & Schiff, 2013), predicts how people behave when they believe that they are not able to perform as well as their peers (Tesser, 1988). The model proposes that people aim to maintain positive self-evaluations when they compare themselves to other people. In the context of the current research, the model offers a key prediction: When people compare their own behavior with that of what they believe is a superior reference group, they will disengage from the behavior. This disengagement may be manifested as a reduction of effort (Karlsson, Loewenstein, & Seppi, 2009; Tesser & Cornell, 1991) and as
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a de-identification with the domain (Tesser & Paulhus, 1983). In the current research, we tested whether discouragement by peer excellence involves both forms of disengagement.²

**Study 1: Does Peer Assessment in a MOOC Induce Discouragement by Peer Excellence?**

Study 1 examined discouragement by peer excellence among students in a MOOC. Peer assessment is often used in MOOCs because the massive enrollment in such courses—often thousands—renders personalized instructor assessment impractical (Piech et al., 2013).

**Method**

**Design.** Study 1 used data from a large MOOC (the proprietors prefer to retain anonymity). Initial enrollment was more than 150,000 students; 3,894 students (2%) completed the course with a passing final grade—a persistence rate that is not uncommon in MOOCs (DeBoer, Ho, Stump, & Breslow, 2014; Ho et al., 2014). To examine student motivation and success, we focused on the 5,740 students who completed the one evaluated writing assignment in the course and assessed the essays of their classmates. This assignment was due during the middle third of the course and was a requirement for obtaining a passing final grade. Each student was also required to read and assess at least three randomly assigned essays written by classmates. Students also evaluated their own essays. The final assessment scores that students earned for their essays were determined by calculating the median peer-assessment score. Students whose self-evaluation scores were within 5% of the median peer-assessment scores earned the higher of the two scores. Because the essays were randomly assigned, we were able to examine how the quality of those essays affected the students’ course success. Put differently, we could study whether discouragement by peer excellence arose when students read and assessed particularly high-quality portfolios of essays.

**Data.** Overall, 6,039 students submitted the written assignment for the course. We restricted our analysis to the subset of 5,740 students who also read and assessed the required minimum of three of their peers’ essays. Of these, 83% completed a course presurvey that asked about basic demographic information; 46% of these participants were female and their median age was 34.

Each essay was assessed on a scale of 0 to 9. For all assessed essays, the average score was 7.2 (median = 8); for the essays of students in the analysis sample, the average score was 7.5, with a median of 8. Figure 1b shows the global distribution of essay scores, which, unsurprisingly, has a long left tail.
The essay-portfolio quality for each student was defined as the average assessment score of the essays read and assessed by that student, excluding the assessment score given by that student to those essays. Roughly one quarter of the students assessed more than the minimum requirement of 3 essays; 0.2% of students assessed 50 or more essays (see Table S1 in the Supplemental Material available online). Including a greater number of essays in the average reduced the variance of essay-portfolio quality but did not change the mean (see Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Material). We therefore restricted our measure of essay-portfolio quality to the first 3 essays that each student assessed. The results were virtually unchanged when we relaxed this restriction. We used the times at which a student began assessing essays to determine which were assessed first. Because students could assess multiple essays at once, there was not a perfect one-to-one correspondence between the order in which students started assessing essays and when they finished assessing them. Figure 1a shows the distribution of essay-portfolio quality. For ease of interpretation, we used the z-score for essay-portfolio quality (as with the overall assessment score distribution, there is a long left tail). Finally, the random assignment of essay-portfolio quality across students appeared to be valid. The distribution of essay-portfolio quality by student’s essay assessment score was almost perfectly flat, which is consistent with a valid randomization (see Table S2 in the Supplemental Material).

Fig. 1. Distributions of (a) essay-portfolio quality (i.e., the average score of the first three essays assessed), (b) essay-assessment scores from all students, and (c) students’ final course grades.

Results

There were two measures of course success. The first was the final course grade; the distribution of grades (Fig. 1c) is highly skewed, with a mean grade of 85 and a median grade of 90. Roughly
a quarter of students received a grade of 95 or higher; 3% received a grade of 99 or higher. The second outcome was whether a student received a certificate of course completion, which required a final course grade of 85 or higher. This threshold was explicitly stated at the beginning of the course and on the syllabus. Students were told in advance that there would not be a curve: Earning a course certificate was based on absolute performance. Of the 5,740 students in the study sample, roughly two thirds (3,857) completed the course.

We predicted that there would be a linear effect such that students with higher essay-portfolio-quality values would earn certificates at a lower rate and would earn lower final course grades. The results of the primary linear regression were consistent with these predictions (Table 1). In general, a 1-standard-deviation increase in essay-portfolio quality decreased by roughly 1 percentage point the probability that a student would earn a certificate in the course ($p = .03$ with no covariates; $p = .02$ when we controlled for a student’s own essay score). The effect on final course grade was substantially smaller—a 1-standard-deviation increase in quality decreased the final grade by 1/3 point—and was marginally statistically significant ($p = .08$ with no covariates; $p = .09$ controlling for a student’s own essay score).

**Table 1.** Linear Effects of Essay-Portfolio Quality on the Primary Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Earning a certificate</th>
<th>Course grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model without writing score ($R^2 = .001$)</td>
<td>Model with writing score ($R^2 = .45$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay portfolio quality</td>
<td>−0.013* (0.006)</td>
<td>−0.011* (0.004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table presents unstandardized regression coefficients with heteroscedastic robust standard errors in parentheses. †$p < .1$. *$p < .05$.

Further inspection of the data revealed a powerful, nonlinear relationship between essay-portfolio quality and student success. Figures 2a and 2b show the effects of essay-portfolio quality on earning a certificate and final course grade, estimated via a cubic regression spline with knots at the quintile boundaries (Wood, 2006). Both figures show a striking decrease at the top of the distribution, and this result is highly significant—for completion, approximate $F(3.8, 5736.2) = 3.6$, $p = .007$; for grade, approximate $F(4.2, 5735.8) = 3.9$, $p = .005$. In other words, there was strong evidence against the null hypothesis of no relationship between average essay score and the student success. This result was robust to different spline implementations and was essentially unchanged after we adjusted for students’ own essay scores.
Fig. 2. Results from Study 1. Essay portfolio quality is graphed as a function of (a) probability of earning a certificate and (b) final grade. The dark lines are the cubic-regression-spline estimates; the gray areas around the lines are the 95% confidence intervals. Estimates are less certain at the extremes of essay-portfolio quality than at the center because fewer students assessed extremely high- or low-quality papers. These estimates were not adjusted for the students’ own writing scores. Note that the underlying distribution was skewed.

Note that around 68% of students with an average essay-portfolio quality earned a certificate for passing the course. By contrast, among students with an essay-portfolio quality more than 1 standard deviation above the class mean, only 64% earned a certificate. For students with the top 100 essay-portfolio-quality scores—roughly, essay-portfolio quality greater than 1.6 standard deviations above the mean—the certificate-earning rate was a mere 45%. To put this effect size in context, consider that 93% of students who wrote a “perfect” essay (score of 9 of 9) earned a
Because of issues with implementation and data collection, we were unable to compile or analyze these data.
Discussion

Student success declined when students were randomly assigned to read and assess truly excellent essays written by their peers. This provides strong field evidence that peer assessment can cause discouragement by peer excellence. Several findings are of particular note. First, the discouragement-by-peer-excellence effect was sizable, but only for people exposed to the most excellent essays. Second, reading poor-quality essays written by peers did not boost students’ success. Because exposure to excellent essays by peers discourages students, one might expect that exposure to poor essays by peers could encourage students. This is not what we found, and we can only speculate as to why this asymmetry arose. Perhaps students entered the course confidently believing that they were capable of writing essays at least as well as their classmates were. This would have rendered exposure to poor peer essays inconsequential. We hope future research explores this.

Study 2: What Causes Discouragement by Peer Excellence?

In Study 2, we addressed why students’ success declined when they read and assessed their peers’ excellent essays.

Method

Participants. We recruited participants via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk using an announcement that offered to pay participants U.S. $1.20 for a 10-min survey. We collected data from 361 participants (48% female; mean age = 34 years). We decided to collect data from at least 350 participants on the basis of the results of a pilot study.

Design. Study 2 used the Qualtrics survey platform (http://www.qualtrics.com/). Participants were presented with a quote and essay prompt previously used in the writing section of the SAT (McGinty, 2012). For the quote, writing prompt, and other study materials, see the Supplemental Material. Participants were asked to answer the prompt carefully and were told that the best responses would be entered into a lottery to receive a $1.00 bonus. Participants were kept on this writing page for a minimum of 3 min and were required to write a minimum of 500 characters (approximately 100 words).

Participants were then randomly assigned to one of two conditions. In the excellent-essay condition, participants were asked to assess two well-written essays from peers (averaging 195 words each) using a 6-point scale (1 = poor, 2 = fair, 3 = good, 4 = very good, 5 = excellent, 6 = extraordinary). In the poor-essay condition, participants were asked to assess two poorly written essays from peers (averaging 199 words each) using the same scale. All four essays were written by the researchers and were pilot-tested to confirm that the excellent essays were better than the poor essays. As a manipulation check, all participants were presented with their own essays and asked to rate how much better or worse their own essays were compared with the two essays they assessed (0 = “My written answer is WORSE than the two I read,” 1 = “My answer is BETTER than the two I read”). Participants were then asked “How capable are you of writing a response on Mechanical Turk that is as good as the one you just read?” (1 = “I CANNOT write a response that is that good,” 7 = “I DEFINITELY CAN write a response that is that good”).
Participants then answered two questions adapted from the Centrality subscale of the Multidimensional Inventory of Black Identity (Sellers et al., 1997). Participants were asked how strongly they agreed with the following two statements about their ability to write an excellent short answer to a philosophical question like the one they just answered: (a) “It has very little to do with how I feel about myself” and (b) “It is an important reflection of who I am.” Participants responded using a 7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). The first question was reverse-scored. Responses to the two questions were highly correlated with each other (r = .481, p < .001) and were averaged to create a domain-identification index. Finally, participants were offered the opportunity to write a short essay response to another SAT question. Participants were told that if they chose to write a response, their answers would be assessed by other Mechanical-Turk users and that essays assessed in the top 25% would receive a $0.50 bonus.

To validate that the 2 essays in the poor-essay condition were in fact poor and the 2 essays in the excellent-essay condition were in fact excellent, we conducted a 4-min follow-up Mechanical Turk survey, offering to pay participants $0.25 for their time. The 361 people who participated in Study 2 were excluded from participating in the validation survey. After respondents passed an attention check (3% failed it), they were presented with Study 2’s quote and essay prompt and were asked to use a 7-point scale (1 = very poor, 7 = excellent) to rate 4 essays randomly selected from among the 361 essays written by Study 2 participants and the 2 poor and 2 excellent essays used for the Study 2 manipulation. Of the 894 respondents (57% male; mean age = 33 years), 34 participated in the survey twice, and 2 participated three times. We included all 932 observations because the respondents who participated more than once graded different essays each time they participated.

Results

Manipulation checks. Participants in the excellent-essay condition assessed the two essays they were assigned as being of significantly higher quality (mean assessed score = 4.27, SE = 0.075) than did participants in the poor-essay condition (mean assessed score = 2.11, SE = 0.064), t(359) = 21.88, p < .001. In addition, only 30% of participants in the excellent-essay condition thought their own essay was better than the ones that they had assessed, whereas 97% of participants in the poor-essay condition thought that their own essay was better, $\chi^2(1, N = 361) = 169.26, p < .001$.

Perceived attainability and domain identification. Participants in the excellent-essay condition felt significantly less able to write an essay that would be as good as the ones that they read and assessed (M = 4.66, SE = 0.128) compared with those in the poor-essay condition (M = 6.53, SE = 0.074), t(359) = −12.47, p < .001. Further, participants in the excellent-essay condition had a significantly lower domain-identification index (M = 3.97, SE = 0.103) compared with those in the poor-essay condition (M = 4.53, SE = 0.112), t(359) = −3.68, p < .001. This effect suggests that exposure to excellent essays (relative to exposure to poor essays) caused a reduction in the extent to which participants thought that the ability to write such essays was self-relevant.

Motivation, success, and mediation. Reading and assessing excellent essays, relative to poor essays, caused discouragement by peer excellence. Of participants in the poor-essay condition, 43% (SE = 3.7%) chose to write a second essay, whereas only 27% (SE = 3.3%) of participants in the excellent-essay condition chose to write a second essay, $\chi^2(1, N = 361) = 9.87, p = .002$. 
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Figure 3 shows this pattern of results. Statistical mediation tests (Preacher & Hayes, 2004) showed that participants’ perceived ability to write an excellent essay statistically mediated the effect of reading excellent or poor essays on motivation to write a second essay. The domain-identification index did not mediate the treatment effect. See the Supplemental Material for complete details.

![Figure 3](image)

**Fig. 3.** Results for the excellent-essay and poor-essay conditions: Likert-scale scores for (a) perceived attainability and (b) domain identification and (c) the percentage of students who wrote a second essay (a measure of motivation and success. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

**Validation and moderation.** The excellent essays were, in fact, excellent, and the poor essays were, in fact, poor. All 365 essays were assessed approximately 10 times. (We initially examined the validation-survey data after each response had been assessed an average of 4 times; because assessments of the same essays varied widely across participants, we decided to increase the number of assessments per essay to 10 before examining the data again.) The 2 essays in the excellent-essay condition were assessed to be in the top decile of all 365 essays, whereas the 2 essays in the poor-essay condition were assessed to be in the bottom decile of all 365 essays.

As with Study 1, we explored whether discouragement by peer excellence was moderated by a student’s own essay quality—that is, whether the impact of assessing excellent essays was smaller for students who themselves wrote high-quality essays. Using the validation assessments to measure the quality of the 361 study participants’ essay-writing abilities, we did not find that essay-writing ability moderated susceptibility to discouragement by peer excellence, log-likelihood = 0.001, $SE = .23, p = .995$. This null finding was consistent with the results of the underpowered moderation analysis reported in Study 1. We believe that the most sensible
interpretation is that the studies were poorly powered to detect anything but large interaction effects; if such moderation existed, it was not large.

**Discussion**

Study 2 replicated the discouragement-by-peer-excellence effect observed in Study 1 and provided evidence for how it happened. Exposure to other peoples’ excellent essays undermined people’s sense that they were capable of producing essays that were as good as those to which they had been exposed, and this changed belief statistically mediated the discouragement effect.

What does it mean that perceived attainability mediated discouragement by peer excellence? Participants responded to the question “How capable are you of writing a response on Mechanical Turk that is as good as the one you just read?” Answers to this question reflected participants’ assessments of their own abilities as well as their assessments of their reference groups’ abilities. One might be concerned that this would muddy any interpretation of mediational results. We argue that both of these dimensions—self-assessment and reference-group assessment—combine to shape people’s subjective experience of evaluating peer essays. Study 1’s students who read excellent essays, we argue, believed that they could not write high-quality essays like those of their peers—an argument supported by Study 2. This changed belief decreased their motivation and subsequent success in the MOOC—also supported by Study 2. Although we hope that future research teases apart these two cognitive processes underlying discouragement by peer excellence, they combine in the current studies to create a state that undermines student motivation and performance.

Because Study 2 involved only two conditions, we are not able to rule out one possible alternative interpretation: Our finding of lower motivation to write a second essay in the excellent-essay condition compared with the poor-essay condition could have been due to the inferiority of the poor essays (i.e., the low quality encouraged participants to write a second essay) rather than to the superiority of the excellent essays (i.e., the high quality discouraged participants from writing a second essay). Although plausible, such an explanation would be inconsistent with the strong field results in Study 1.

**General Discussion**

Being exposed to peers’ excellent performance makes people feel less capable of performing at the level of those peers. This changed belief appears to decrease student performance. Exposure to peers’ excellent performance also reduces the extent to which people self-identify with the relevant domain. The discouragement-by-peer-excellence effect is powerful: Real students who assessed peers’ excellent essays were substantially less likely to earn course credit than those who assessed peers’ less exceptional essays. The discouragement-by-peer-excellence effect is inconsistent with research on descriptive social norms. Our findings have theoretical implications for work on social judgment, social comparison, and reference bias and have practical implications for interventions that induce social comparisons.

To what extent are people exposed to other peoples’ excellent performances in their daily lives? As discussed in the introduction, leaders and organizations often direct attention to peers’ excellent performance as a motivational strategy. Sometimes this is transparent. Employee-of-the-year awards may create explicit incentives to perform well, but they are unlikely to shift
people’s perceptions of their typical peers’ abilities very much. After all, employees of the year are celebrated exactly because they are excellent. Other times, though, peers’ excellent performances are highlighted in more subtle ways. Consider managers off-handedly mentioning specific outstanding behaviors by specific employees during team meetings. We predict that the more subtle these appeals, the more likely they will be to shift perceptions of peers’ abilities and, consequently, the more likely they will be to induce discouragement by peer excellence. In addition, because people tend to self-promote in social contexts (Leary et al., 1994), they are more likely to talk about when they were excellent than when they were subpar. Of course, most praise from other people (and from one’s self) is not for truly excellent performances, but rather for above-average performances. Such praise is unlikely to induce discouragement by peer excellence. However, praise for truly excellent performances may discourage. One might neutralize discouragement by peer excellence in these situations by noting how unusually excellent the praised performances are. This may preserve people’s motivation for future public praise without inducing disengagement.

In addition to the contribution of our findings to research on motivation, social comparison, and social judgment, the discouragement-by-peer-excellence effect is of practical importance. For example, interventions that induce social comparisons should be careful to not use truly excellent performances for comparisons. Consider the home-energy reports sent by some public utility companies in which consumers’ energy use is compared with that of their neighbors. It has been shown to enduringly and persistently reduce home energy use (Allcott & Rogers, 2014). Future research should explore whether such interventions can be made more effective by avoiding comparisons with peers’ excellent performances.

Peer assessment is a popular practice in both online and offline educational settings (Piech et al., 2013; Sadler & Good, 2006; Topping, 1998). It is part of the movement to increase active learning in the classroom, which has been shown to increase student success (Freeman et al., 2014; Haak et al., 2011). It is used in MOOCs as well as in brick-and-mortar classrooms. The current research suggests that educators using peer assessment should ensure that peers’ excellent performances are not interpreted as typical. Although there are many ways that one might prevent such interpretations, we speculate on two. First, discouragement by peer excellence during peer assessment may be neutralized by balancing exposure to peers’ excellent performances with exposure to less excellent performances. Second, discouragement by peer excellence may be neutralized by swiftly acknowledging the distinction of truly excellent performances so as to minimize the risk that the excellent performances are interpreted as typical. The discovery of the discouragement-by-peer-excellence effect is one of the first examples in which research conducted with a MOOC has implications for both online and brick-and-mortar learning (Ho et al., 2014; Martin, 2012; Pope, 2014).
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Notes
1. This is also consistent with Moore and Kim’s (2003) finding that people are less likely to gamble on objectively difficult tasks relative to easy tasks.

2. The self-evaluation model is one of many lines of social-comparison research. This literature tends to focus on social comparison’s implications for self and attitudes rather than performance (Garcia et al., 2013). One relevant finding, which may be seen as being inconsistent with discouragement by peer excellence, is that people who are prone to making upward social comparisons tend to have better educational outcomes (Blanton, Buunk, Gibbons, & Kuyper, 1999). The current research differs from that work in that it focuses on the consequences of being randomly (situationally) exposed to excellent peer work. People who are dispositionally prone to seeking out and making upward comparisons with excellent peer work are likely to be aware that the work is excellent and so may not interpret it as being representative of their peers work—which is, as we suggest, a key condition underlying discouragement by peer excellence. In addition, rather than causing the educational success, this dispositional tendency may covary with other unmeasured attributes that correlate with educational success.
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